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‘United Nuisance’ (UN) Universal Children's Day 

News: 

November 20th, was established in 1954 by the United Nations, and celebrated each year to 
promote international togetherness, awareness among children worldwide, and improving children's 
welfare. However, the portrait of children across the world, and in particular in the Muslim world, 
proves anything else than togetherness, children’s rights and welfare. 

Comment: 

Millions of children around the world are victims of untold violence, abuse, neglect, and 
exploitation. At home, in school, in institutions, at work, in the community, in armed conflicts and 
natural disasters... Growing up with violence and abuse seriously affects a child’s development, 
dignity, and physical and psychological integrity) And where do we receive the statistics and the 
numbers for these cruelties from? It is the UN and its related organisations, and all the other so called 
humanitarian aid institutions) So, we know, there are) 

50 million uprooted children; 28 million of them driven from their homes by conflicts; millions 
more migrating) Over 100,000 unaccompanied minors applying for asylum in 78 countries) 
Highest risk of exploitation and abuse, including by smugglers and traffickers) Refugee child five 
times more likely to be out of school than a non-refugee child). Discrimination, unfair treatment and 
bullying, xenophobia and direct attacks) In Germany alone, authorities tracked 850 attacks against 
refugee shelters in 2015. Some 18,000 children die every day due to hunger and acute malnutrition, 
lack of medicine (especially in Yemen, eastern Aleppo and other besieged areas across Syria). 250 
million boys and girls between the ages 5-14 are forced to exploitative work. More than 120 million 
children involved in trafficking) Enslavement of children into prostitution, selling into marriage, 
coercing to work in plantations or deep-sea fishing, forcing to beg on the street, or recruiting by 
criminal networks. The overwhelming majority of sexual abuse goes unreported. More than 72 million 
children of primary education age are not in school) And, and, and) 

Now; the point is, that according to their own statistics the majority of all these children stem from 
the Muslim lands, with Syria and Afghanistan on top) And! There are (NOT) statistics about the 
number of killed children by the Jewish occupying forces in Palestine, the number of hundreds 
imprisoned Muslim Children in the dungeons of the Zionist occupiers, the number of destroyed 
homes, maimed children, murdered young girls) But there do exist annual statistics about the 
improvement of children’s rights in ‘Israel’, meaning the children of the Jewish settlers. 

So what is this UN good for? Nothing has changed to the better for the world since its 
establishment. The UN was established by the colonialist Western countries and still led by their 
representatives and financed through their money, thus they have to protect and maintain the 
interests of the West. The misery, wars, and conflicts throughout the world however is the product of 
these Islam hostile colonialists. Thus the UN is only the extended arm of the oppressive and 
exploitative policies of the colonialists, to justify the rule of the tyrant and self-serving puppets 
established by the colonialists upon the Muslim lands, to tarnish their true purposes of rule, namely 
their upholding of the Western Islam-hostile regimes interests. Fact is that the cooperation, and the 
agreements with the UN are only meant as a means of legalizing their presence upon our soils for 
purposes of spying and indoctrinating the Western values and concepts. And this is the explanation 
to the failure of 193 United Member States, still being unable to end any of these atrocities towards 
innocent children!!! – Making it only the United Nuisance that has befallen the world) 

There is no other way to end the conflicts, wars, exploitation, mass murder and mass exodus of 
the Muslims, than ending the influence of the West and its representatives upon our lives and lands. 
This will only happen through the re-establishment of the Khilafah Rashidah (Caliphate) upon the 
Method of Prophethood. And children will finally find the fertile soils they need to bloom and thrive, 
and to become the protectors of peace and tranquillity provided by the values of Islam) 
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